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Economic Geography of Southeast Asia: Module Materials

TEKS Alignment
(5) Geography. The student understands how political, economic, and social processes shape cultural
patterns and characteristics in various places and regions. The student is expected to:

(B) interpret political, economic, social, and demographic indicators (gross domestic product per
capita, life expectancy, literacy, and infant mortality) to determine the level of development and
standard of living in nations using the terms Human Development Index, less developed, newly
industrialized, and more developed.

(10) Economics. The student understands the distribution, characteristics, and interactions of the
economic systems in the world. The student is expected to:

(A) describe the forces that determine the distribution of goods and services in free enterprise,
socialist, and communist economic systems;
(C) compare the ways people satisfy their basic needs through the production of goods and
services such as subsistence agriculture versus commercial agriculture or cottage industries
versus commercial industries;

(11) Economics. The student understands how geography influences economic activities. The student is
expected to:

(A) understand the connections between levels of development and economic activities (primary,
secondary, tertiary, and quaternary);

(12) Economics. The student understands the economic importance of, and issues related to, the location
and management of resources. The student is expected to:

(A) analyze how the creation, distribution, and management of key natural resources affects the
location and patterns of movement of products, money, and people;

Key Vocabulary
 Gross Domestic Product
 Gross National Product
 Purchasing Power Parity
 Per capita
 Life expectancy
 Literacy rate
 Infant mortality rate
 Levels of development – less developed, newly industrialized, more developed
 Free enterprise
 Socialism
 Communism
 Economic spectrum
 Subsistence agriculture
 Commercial agriculture
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 Cottage industries
 Commercial industries
 Labor-intensive farming
 Asian Contagion
 International Monetary Fund
 BRIC
 ASEAN
 APEC
 Primate cities
 Golden Triangle
 Green Revolution
 Infrastructure
 Levels of Economic Activities – primary, secondary, tertiary, quaternary
 Natural resources
 Human capital
 LNG

Module Introduction
Southeast Asia is a rapidly transitioning region in the world – especially in terms of its economy.  Ideally
positioned between two of the most rapidly industrializing nations on earth, Southeast Asia is in a prime
position to take advantage of China and India’s need for inexpensive labor, resources, and markets.

The resources in this module give a brief introduction to the economics of this region, and include a photo
analysis of key economic activities, a number of maps depicting economic and demographic information,
a few graphics comparing Southeast Asia’s status with the rest of the world, and two videos analyzing the
economy of two of this region’s countries.

The case study focuses on the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) – a regional economic
development organization that has helped ASEAN nations reach their potential by creating peace,
stability and economic cooperation in the region.  Born during the turmoil of the Vietnam conflict,
ASEAN was founded by 5 surrounding nations that realized how detrimental external control could be to
the region.  The ASEAN has been considered to be the most successful economic organization in the
developing world.

The lesson for this module enables students to understand how to compare countries and their levels of
development.  Utilizing “Development Diamonds” - a graphing technique to depict 4 separate criteria:
literacy rate, life expectancy, GDP per capita and school life expectancy - students are able to see a visual
representation of the development of each country – making it easier for them to compare countries
within the region and with the rest of the world.
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Video Presentations
 Economic Geography of Southeast Asia Full Length Movie

o http://stream.its.txstate.edu/users/tage/Economic%20Geography%20of%20Southeast%20Asia%20
Full%20Length.mov

 Human Capital
o http://stream.its.txstate.edu/users/tage/GeoE_Human_Capital.mov

 Resource Base
o http://stream.its.txstate.edu/users/tage/GeoE_Resource_Base.mov

 Agriculture and Economics
o http://stream.its.txstate.edu/users/tage/GeoE_Agriculture_and_Economics.mov

 Economic Statistics
o http://stream.its.txstate.edu/users/tage/GeoE_Economic_Statistics.mov

 Infrastructure
o http://stream.its.txstate.edu/users/tage/GeoE_Infrastructure.mov

Case Study
ASEAN Power Point
 The ASEAN is a regional economic cooperative similar to the European Union.  It is designed to

promote peace and prosperity and prevent external influences from having too much control in
the region.

Readings and Visual Resources

http://stream.its.txstate.edu/users/tage/Economic Geography of Southeast Asia Full Length.mov
http://stream.its.txstate.edu/users/tage/GeoE_Human_Capital.mov
http://stream.its.txstate.edu/users/tage/GeoE_Resource_Base.mov
http://stream.its.txstate.edu/users/tage/GeoE_Resource_Base.mov
http://stream.its.txstate.edu/users/tage/GeoE_Agriculture_and_Economics.mov
http://stream.its.txstate.edu/users/tage/GeoE_Economic_Statistics.mov
http://stream.its.txstate.edu/users/tage/GeoE_Infrastructure.mov
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How Markets See the World Map from the World Bank

http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/EXTDEC/EXTRESEARCH/EXTWDRS/0,,contentMDK:23079910~pagePK:4
78093~piPK:477627~theSitePK:477624,00.html

http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/EXTDEC/EXTRESEARCH/EXTWDRS/0,,contentMDK:23079910~pagePK:478093~piPK:477627~theSitePK:477624,00.html
http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/EXTDEC/EXTRESEARCH/EXTWDRS/0,,contentMDK:23079910~pagePK:478093~piPK:477627~theSitePK:477624,00.html
http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/EXTDEC/EXTRESEARCH/EXTWDRS/0,,contentMDK:23079910~pagePK:478093~piPK:477627~theSitePK:477624,00.html
http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/EXTDEC/EXTRESEARCH/EXTWDRS/0,,contentMDK:23079910~pagePK:478093~piPK:477627~theSitePK:477624,00.ht
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Population Distribution Map

http://www.harpercollege.edu/mhealy/

Regional Growth Comparisons – from the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace

http://carnegieendowment.org/ieb/2011/07/07/southeast-asia-crouching-tiger-or-hidden-dragon/8ksb

Additional Video Resources
Stratfor Global Intelligence – A geopolitical analysis firm has posted dozens of short videos (most around
3 minutes long) on a variety of topics from around the world.  While some of the current event videos are
up to 2 years old, the topics they address are still relevant.  The videos are free to watch online.

 Myanmar’s Foreign Investment Challenges
o http://www.stratfor.com/video/myanmars-foreign-investment-challenges

 Vietnam’s Economy Exposed
o http://www.stratfor.com/video/vietnams-economy-exposed-portfolio

http://www.harpercollege.edu/mhealy/geg101i/renata/seasialecture.htm
http://www.harpercollege.edu/mhealy/
http://www.harpercollege.edu/mhealy/geg101i/renata/seasialecture.h
http://carnegieendowment.org/ieb/2011/07/07/southeast-asia-crouching-tiger-or-hidden-dragon/8ksb
http://carnegieendowment.org/ieb/2011/07/07/southeast-asia-crouching-tiger-or-hidden-dragon/8ksb
http://carnegieendowment.org/ieb/2011/07/07/southeast-asia-crouching-tiger-or-hidden-dragon/8k
http://www.stratfor.com/video/myanmars-foreign-investment-challenges
http://www.stratfor.com/video/vietnams-economy-exposed-portfolio
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Lesson Plan
Development Diamonds Lesson Plan
Development Diamonds Student Handout
Development Diamonds Sample
Economic Activities of Southeast Asia
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